4 ways to increase
mobile app opt-in
through knowing
your user better
How to build the GDPR into your
day-to-day, via consent by design
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Introduction

Know me better – and sooner
She’s downloaded your app; but this is only your ﬁrst
victory in winning her over. Now it’s time for her to tap
on ‘Allow’ to the sharing of location data - so you can
reach her always, occasionally, or never. This marks the
diﬀerence between her entering your blindspot,
switching you oﬀ as a silent bystander, or giving you
the chance to become a hotspot for one-to-one
updates, oﬀers and content.

The GDPR: a two-way conversation

And consent needs to be built fast. This whitepaper

Except now, it’s not us building our experiences into

shows you how:

their lives. The introduction of this set of regulations

• Understand the guiding principles of the GDPR in a

marks a whole new type of friendlier and more equal
marketing exchange, based on clear user indications
and intentions. As of 25th May 2018, the GDPR makes
harnessing people’s intent and consent - clearly and
traceably - a must-have. Keeping track of, and

It’s just the beginning - every interaction now is a

controlling the direction of this two-way stream of data,

chance to become a greater or lesser part of her life,

as well as what it tells us about what users want,

via relevance and trust.

means that all brand and publisher apps who market

Opt-in or ignore. Such is the reality of maximized

to the EU or EEA citizens need to develop strategies,

moments, and missed opportunities with mobile.
Marketing as we know it has changed forever, and will
continue to change at a quickening pace. The General
Data Protection Regulation – or GDPR – is simply a

and implement solutions, for building consent into
their engagements.

simple, scannable format
• Map what these principles mean in relation to mobile
marketing
• Learn why the GDPR creates an opportunity to
increase consumer opt-in
• Pinpoint how you can put compliant opt-in tips into
practice
• Find out how Plot Projects helps you to approach and
address the overarching principles of the GDPR

“GDPR may aﬀect almost

80% of US ﬁrms”

label for this point of no return we’re experiencing; a
juncture in a bigger consumer data movement, which
directly impacts how we map user’s footsteps towards
our products, connect them with our brands, and build

Warwick Ashford
Security Editor, Nov 2017

our experiences into their lives.
This whitepaper is not a comprehensive set of guidelines on EU data privacy nor should it be used as an exclusive resource for your company to
comply with EU data privacy laws like the GDPR. Instead, it provides practical information to help you better understand how you can address these
legal implications by capturing clear consent from consumers. This legal information is not the same as legal advice, where an attorney applies the
law to your speciﬁc circumstances, so we insist that you consult an attorney if you’d like advice on your interpretation of this information, and its
relevance to your speciﬁc business circumstances.
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Keeping compliant, and closing the conversation gap
There is nothing closer to your consumer than their

lose the captive attention, hearts and minds of their

billion each day in the US alone”, according to Forrester

mobile. We know this.

consumers - is the moment.

(3), how do we manage people’s individual preferences,

Marketing at close range has connected with

But with the “sheer volume of moments exceeding 30

and as such, their unique data trails?

consumers in all manner of ways. In some app
categories, over half of users switch oﬀ push
notiﬁcations, and the arrival of the GDPR is another
sure sign that businesses have already overstepped an
invisible line when it comes to responsible and relevant
use of data.
And yet we can make personalization work better than

“New data shows up to 60% of users
opt-out of push notiﬁcations”

ever before. With the data and technology at our
ﬁngertips to do better by those who engage with our

Andrew Chen
General Partner at
Andreessen Horowitz

content and navigate our interfaces - from oﬄine
attribution to contextual retargeting - we can earn and
grow brand recognition, conversations and
conversions. We can do this through using the right
tools to capture consumer behavior through a direct
line of communication and responsible processing.
The next battleground on which marketers will win or

“Plot Projects helps mobile apps to go beyond addressing the GDPR as a box-checking exercise – by proactively sharing practical opt-in tips to
close the conversation gap with consumers, through stronger, more comprehensive in-app location intelligence.
Our technology has been built with consent and security at its core, and we’re proud of the fact that our mobile solution originates from the EU
which observes the strictest predecessor of the GDPR. Consent management and compliance are in our DNA.”
Menno Kolkert
CEO at Plot Projects
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Mapping the GDPR guiding principles
for mobile marketing
How do you turn push messages into
responses to preference, rather than
one-way marketing plugs?

to mobile marketing, and how Plot Projects works to
address them.

For us sitting at the apex of location intelligence, and
helping bridge this two-way mobile conversation, the
GDPR guiding principles make a whole lot of common
sense. Don’t automatically expect a warm response
from a stranger if you stalk them incessantly at a party.
Introduce yourself. Get to know them, and build a
relationship based on clear social cues and common
interests. Accept and respect the fact that they may not
want to hear from you anymore, if that’s the case. Then
do what you need to forget them, so you can focus on
building valuable connections with those who
genuinely want to engage with what you have to oﬀer.
This real life ‘know me’ principle becomes all-the-more
essential with the proximity of mobile. This means
there is a need for these moments mobile captures to
become based primarily on what the consumer needs not what the business wants them to want.
We’ve outlined some checks and balances for
understanding the GDPR guiding principles in relation
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GDPR jargon cheat sheet

Terms you might see in the world of GDPR, and what they mean.

Term

What it means

Data subject

The source of the data (the consumer) who is entitled to rights over their data

Data controller

Determine which data is collected, and for what purpose, with respect to the rights of data subjects

Data processor

Processing data on behalf of the data controller, and helping to fulﬁll the rights of the data subject

Pseudonymization

Applying appropriate levels of disguise to personal data in order to protect it

GDPR guiding principles
1

Purpose limitation & data minimization: use only the consumer data you actually need

2

The duty to inform: proactively tell people their rights related to their data, what you currently collect, and update it accordingly

3

Integrity, conﬁdentiality, and accountability: take care to protect and control who has what kind of access to consumer data

4

Creating conditions for consent: create clear & explicit opt-in terms, with granular control over what consumers receive
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A scroll-and-stop guide to GDPR for mobile apps
Guiding principle

Setting out the main GDPR related responsibilities
for organizations

Purpose limitation & data minimization

Mobile opportunity

Turning GDPR from a threat into a chance to
better connect

Best practice tips

Tried-and-tested ways to boost opt-in and
keep compliant

Learning exactly how, and why consumers
want you to reach them

Create tailored experiences which matter
through permission priming

principles, brands and publishers collect a lot of data,

Time to declutter. This principle means being open and

One way to manage purpose limitation is to make the

in a lot of places. Somewhere along the road to digital

honest about what you’re collecting data for - and why.

opt-in value clear, and speciﬁc with an explain screen -

enlightenment, some turned the promise of relevance

For location marketing, a mobile SDK (Software

like this medical App example:

As data controllers responsible for addressing these

1

in multi-channel marketing into ‘this is complicated…
let’s trick consumers into letting us collect and use all
their data for everything we want’.
Bad move.

Data shouldn’t be used for any purpose other than
intended, nor should more be stored than is speciﬁed.
This means data shouldn’t be shared with third parties
unless this is agreed to/ made explicit, and any

Development Kit) needs permission to send
notiﬁcations, and to use the location of the device. This
means a chance to make it clearer than ever to your
user what the speciﬁc purpose is for reaching them. Be
selective and stick to that; so that you earn their trust
in granting you access to ‘always’ reach them, even if
you save your interactions only for very special
occasions, where you know you can make a diﬀerence.

information exchanged should be encrypted or
appropriately disguised in the process.
This can also mean giving more nuanced control to
how they can manage their preferences - like
OpenMarket do within their ‘unsubscribe’ page (5).

Plot Projects as a Processor vs. Controller of data
Plot Projects only processes data based on user opt-in and sharing rights speciﬁed by the brand or publisher, and can
then restrict or limit processing of data to a speciﬁc timeframe or based on predetermined rules.
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Guiding principle

Setting out the main GDPR related responsibilities
for organizations

The right to be informed - and listened to

Mobile opportunity

Turning GDPR from a threat into a chance to
better connect

Best practice tips

Tried-and-tested ways to boost opt-in and
keep compliant

The ‘right to be informed’ is a customer’s right to

Giving consumers control, means reducing
wasted resources

Making the most of one-shot opt-in with
“two-step looped priming”

request their data, transfer it in any way they want, ask

The ability to apply nuanced rules around how

to be forgotten, and be acknowledged by you in these

someone indicates interest, what they’re interested in -

rights.

and automating their inclusion or erasure - will

This includes:

become a key part of your responsible marketing

“Two-step looped priming” enables you to make the
most of your one-shot opportunity level with your user,
so they grant you access to location tracking. It
simultaneously allows you to oﬀer more nuanced
layers of preference in terms of listening to them - and
gives them the clear indication at the end of the
sequence to be removed from your communications;
completely or partially.

2

• Accuracy: Updating data when it’s outdated
• Storage limitation: Only storing data as long as it’s
required and allowed legally

toolkit.
But why would you want to target them anyway?
Regardless of where they are and what you believe this
tells you about their interest in your brand, their lack of
opt-in - or their clear opt-out - is valuable intel that
they are incompatible with what you have to oﬀer.
Erase them, learn from it, use it to optimize your
approach.

Plot Projects… respects personal data requests
Observes and respects the OpenGDPR framework, which creates a common ground around honoring data subject
rights related to personal data requests, as speciﬁed by the GDPR. To support this, our team is dedicated to helping
brands and publishers earn consumer trust in building nuanced layers of value via opt-in priming - in order to capture
clear consent from all angles.
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demonstration of value with a safety net before the
default permission settings - a ‘not now’ notiﬁcation to
catch engaged users at a more convenient time for
them.
It’s all about how you frame it; and this principle
means doing so carefully, and clearly.
At the end of this two-step safety net, include a clear
acknowledgement of their right to remove or transfer
their data indeﬁnitely, if your oﬀering isn’t relevant.
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Guiding principle

Setting out the main GDPR related responsibilities
for organizations

Mobile opportunity

Turning GDPR from a threat into a chance to
better connect

Best practice tips

Tried-and-tested ways to boost opt-in and
keep compliant

Integrity, conﬁdentiality, and
accountability

Deﬁning your segmentation to smartly
select and collect proﬁles & audiences

Use FOMO to drive consumer opt-in on
relevant oﬀers

Where is your data stored, and who has access to it?

Alongside making sure access and use of consumer

Fear-of-missing-out. The marketer’s best friend, and

Various layers of disguise can be applied to consumer

data is limited to appropriate users and processors,

the bargain-hunter’s kryptonite: this isn’t trickery - it’s

data depending on what it’s being used for, and how

making their information conﬁdential is also all about

shared value. Apps catering to bargain-hunters such as

you’re using it. Whether hashing, salting or

creating smarter segmentation - as well as who within

voucher clouds can better monetize - and capture

pseudonymizing, this means the ability to limit raw

your organization (and beyond) has access to what.

opt-in through clear consent, by providing a

access of personal data by adding levels of complexity

With all these dynamic segmentation tools at your

transparent sets of choices for consumers to decide

3

to the data, whilst still being able to trace its origins.

ﬁngertips, it's time to keep tabs on how your consumer

Penalty: up to €20 million or 4% of the company’s

data is digitized and protected - in a way which pays oﬀ

global annual turnover

in creating greater trust and relevance.

Accountability sits in the app’s hands to uphold the

on which occasions they want you to contact them:
I’m interested in receiving discount updates on:

All local oﬀers

protection of personal data - and the heavy ﬁnancial

Music festivals

penalty if the GDPR is overlooked, is a cautionary

Food & drink

measure for a much bigger problem. What’s really at
stake behind poor data protection, is the ability… or

Art & culture

the inability, to build sustainable consumer

Something else?

relationships.

This also allows publishers to more closely segment

Plot Projects has... EU/ EEA-located data centers
If your app is operational in the European market and/or serves EU citizens across the globe, you need to ensure
appropriate data processing laws are applied within this area. Plot Projects technology is built for compliant data
processing by design, allowing apps to choose only processing data within the EU borders.
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Guiding principle

Mobile opportunity

Setting out the main GDPR related responsibilities
for organizations

Creating conditions for consent

Turning GDPR from a threat into a chance to
better connect

Best practice tips

Tried-and-tested ways to boost opt-in and
keep compliant

This principle is attached to lawful processing, as well

Setting a new standard in maximizing on
moments

Getting creative with airport consent &
promotional partnerships

as freely given, informed and unambiguous consent of

It’s time to become truly transparent to consumers

GDPR makes partnerships based on data more diﬃcult,

data purpose by the consumer.

about the data you collect and manage - and crucially -

and for good reason. Bad marketing has meant unfair

• Clear & explicit opt-in

to help them understand why you’re doing it, for them.

opt-ins and unknowns for users. What better

For some who have leaned on spray-and-pray push

opportunity for travel apps to deliver great service and

message tactics on a foundation of sloppy audience

earn new revenue streams through relevance, than

targeting, this may be a tougher principle to embed in

when their app users are about to take oﬀ on a trip?

4

• Granular control over:
- Push
- Email
- All data

the day-to-day.
Nuanced and dynamic consent management and
consumer opt-in opportunities are well within reach.
How can you determine and adhere to them, based on
granular movements, behaviors and quantitative data
you have in and around your mobile app?

From crowd management at check-in; then boarding,
gate change and delay alerts - through to clear
incentives like bonus air miles or discounts on
partnering airport retailers tailored to destination and
Plot Projects on... Proactive agreement needed for plugins

footfall; these are all reasons for users to more deeply

As a European leader in location and notiﬁcation opt-in, Plot Projects has 7+ years’ experience in advising on best
practices with respect to user intent, with winning use cases to increase opt-ins for location sharing from users.

to relevant service updates and oﬀers in a context
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Summary: leading a new standard for
worldwide consumer consent
Plot Projects customers are based worldwide. And yet

To get there, marketing leaders need to adopt a new

whilst the GDPR is directed to EU companies and

mindset when it comes to location marketing. A way of

citizens, the impact of these regulations is far-reaching.

working which not only considers personalization as a

They create a global movement in mobile marketing

means of scoring individual transactions, opt-ins and

not only because these rules apply to EU citizens

interactions with users - but as a way to build balanced

regardless of where they are traveling or living - but

relationships which stand the test of time.

because they ﬁt closely within the fabric of what good

Plot Projects goes beyond helping apps to remain

marketing should be.

GDPR compliant, by helping brands and publishers

With one-to-one relevance and careful data protection

achieve mutually beneﬁcial opt-ins for location

front-of-mind for brand and publisher apps, the GDPR

marketing, using smart tips which we’ve seen work in

causes a tipping point wherein consumers can control

practice.

their preferences via mobile, and app owners can
deliver comprehensive experiences and products
which directly match what users are looking for.

PLOT PROJECTS

now

Thank you for reading our whitepaper about
mobile opt-ins and GDPR
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About Plot Projects
Founded in 2011, Plot Projects took oﬀ with a big bang. Recognized by The Wall Street Journal as one of Europe’s most promising startups in 2013,
we are now the global leader in location marketing for companies with apps. Our technology adds the missing contextual layer that helps you win
consumer micro moments, adding value to each touchpoint of the customer journey.

A selection of our customers and partners:
Customers
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Appendix
(1) http://www.computerweekly.com/news/450429701/GDPR-ﬁnes-may-aﬀect-almost-80-of-US-ﬁrms-poll-shows
(2) http://andrewchen.co/why-people-are-turning-oﬀ-push/
(2.1) https://pagefair.com/downloads/2017/01/PageFair-2017-Adblock-Report.pdf
(3) The Forrester Wave™: Mobile Engagement Automation, Q3 2017, Julie A. Ask, Joe Stanhope, and Laura Naparstek
(4) https://www.plotprojects.com/blog/getting-your-users-ready-to-opt-in-for-location-permissions-dev-guide
(5) https://www.openmarket.com/unsubscribe
(6) https://www.plotprojects.com/blog/how-to-ask-for-location-permissions-in-ios11-recommended-approaches-10-examples
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